Legends of Windemere: The Spirit Well by Charles E. Yallowitz
The caressing breeze is tinted with the taste and smell of salt, which only seems to affect Timoran’s keen
senses. For the second time in ten minutes, he takes a few sips of Ifrit mead to cleanse his palate and tucks
the flask into his vest pocket. The land has transformed from the solid ground of the forest to the softer earth
one would find near the edge of a bog. Boots squish into the mire, which is becoming thicker with every step.
Several times they stop to rest their aching legs and clean the mud off their soles before the layer gets too
heavy. It is mid-afternoon when they come within view of the mangrove swamp and marvel at the unusual
trees rising above the dark water. Patches of floating flowers drift among the exposed roots, revealing the
swirling currents that bring the water to and from the distant ocean. The champions squint when they see tiny
jets bursts from the depths, the shots knocking insects into the water where they are eaten by fish. Warbling
birds and grunting frogs can be heard, but none of them are visible beyond the unexpected splash or flap of
wings.
A group of wild hogs swim into view and stop at the sight of the adventurers, their territorial squeals filled
with enough anger to give the intruders pause. The brave and hungry animals look ready to charge, but a low
growl from Timoran scares them away. Watching the furry beasts retreat, the champions notice that there are
paths of shallow water that they can walk along. They also see that there are pulsating leeches latching onto
the hogs’ hindquarters, which makes all of them mutter and curse under their breath.
“Tuck your pants into your boots unless you have the power to keep leeches away,” Delvin suggests, nodding
his head to Sari. The gypsy helplessly shrugs since switching out of her skirt means losing access to her
weapons. “I think I have some strong alcohol that you can rub on your legs. Not sure if it’ll work or make
things worse. Another option is to push through and let Nyx burn them off you later.”
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“I have an herbal rub that keeps insects and other blood-sucking creatures away. You should use it too,
Dariana, since your slippers give you no protection,” Timoran states before tossing a small pouch to Sari. The
barbarian finishes getting ready and draws his great axe to check the edge. “Does the map tell us the correct
path? We keep checking and it never changes. I am confused as to how it is going to help us at this point if it
cannot show more than a continental view.”
“This is where I use the Compass Key. Whether it wants me to or not,” Dariana says as she tightens the
straps on her amber shirt. Pulling out the map, she puts it to her head and tries to draw her memories out. “I
was hoping to pull some residual energy off this, but it looks like I have no choice. This is where the
challenge of the Spirit Well will begin. I don’t see any signs of traps, but that makes me even more nervous.
Can I have the Compass Key?”
“Fizzle not see much from high,” the drite reports as he returns to his friends. Scratching his head with his
tail, he darts among the nearest of the mangroves. “Thick swamp with birds. Not much space for feet. Fizzle
see herds. Place not look like temple. Too open and not special. Compass Key must change.”
“We are about to find out,” Timoran claims before taking the relic out from under his Ifrit fur vest.
Unclasping the chain, he places it in Dariana’s outstretched hand and takes several steps away. “History has
shown that what happens next will be a challenge. Remember that we are with you.”
Dariana nods while running her fingers around the central pearl of the Compass Key. She can feel some
resistance from the relic, which turns in her hand and starts to grind into the flesh of her palm. Touching the
diamond orb that symbolizes her temple, the silver-haired woman tries to force part of her aura into the gem.
A dull groan emanates from the awakened pieces, which spin in their settings and work toward rejecting
Dariana. Refusing to surrender, she claps her hands together and grips the Compass Key with all of her
strength. Ebony veins run along her arms and neck, but nobody can tell if the energy is coming from the
telepath or the artifact. The black ooze seeps from her nose and mouth, drying in the salty air and flaking
away after a minute. It is a violent battle of magic and willpower, which the exhausted champion is on the
verge of losing.
With a shout of rage and frustration, Dariana slams the Compass Key into her chest where it fuses with her
shirt and skin. She rises into the air as beams of light burst from the relic and disappear into the swamp. A
low creaking can be heard from the trees, which rustle and begin to twist unnaturally. Wild pigs, otters, and
other animals sprint away from their homes as the mangroves become an impenetrable network of dense
roots. Dariana’s eyes are nothing more than glassy, white orbs as she is sucked into the natural wall. The
telepath stares into the distance while her limbs are constricted and locked in place by the branches. A slender
root snakes out to wrap around her forehead, the bond forcing her to face the darkening horizon. With a final
shifting of the mangroves, the barrier is complete, and the Compass Key goes silent.
Book Description
Born from the light and darkness, Dariana can no longer avoid her fate.
The final corrupted temple stands between the champions and Baron Kernaghan having their great battle.
Only one problem: The Compass Key refuses to work with Dariana, who long ago wiped all memories of the
Spirit Well from her mind. Now, they are forced to follow a trail of clues that Dariana’s former self left
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behind centuries ago. It is a path that will lead the champions into a part of their friend’s past that could tear
them all apart.
Will the bonds of friendship be stronger than the call of blood?
Cold Coffee/BMGN 5 Star Review
Welcome back to the mystical world of Windemere where author Charles E. Yallowitz does an outstanding
job transporting his readers from reality back into the story that in conjunction with all his stories will make
the Legends Of Windemere famous.
Let’s begin where “Arthuru claims he will conquer Windemere and contain us on Ambervale unless the Law
of Influence is revoked.”
The story opens with a barrage of questions and accusations has brought the raven-haired Nyx to the edge of
her temper.
Join the champions in a city of criminals as they approach Pazel Laufeia (Mayor of Rodillen). Follow the clues
that left centuries before. With Dariana’s memories Gone, Can Friendship Prevail?
Careful not to spoil the story for all fans, let me quote one passage and like a puzzle piece, I will let you read
and find out how and when it fits into the story.
“With a wide yawn, Delvin whistles and waves for his friends to join him near a mushroom- covered tree. He
crosses his arms and leans against the old oak, making it clear that he is not moving until he gets to speak his
mind. Kira grumbles and kicks at whatever is in front of her as she trudges back to the warrior, the impatient
woman spinning her sabers. She is already starting to complain about the delay, but her venomous words are
stopped when the brown-haired man tosses her the last of the cupcakes that Sari packed. The treat is
skewered on the end of her blade and she quietly eats it, her lips and tongue coming dangerously close to the
keen edge. Timoran is more appreciative of the break since the trio has been fruitlessly scouring the forest for
the last five hours. The barbarian’s knees pop and his lower back aches as he stretches, which makes him
consider that he is getting too old for the tedious part of adventuring. When they are all gathered around the
tree, Delvin gestures for them to kneel and sit into an awkward huddle. With the warriors sweating in the
unseasonal heat all day, the smell is distracting so they separate and give each other some space.
“Being the least skilled tracker here, I have a few questions,” Delvin says, picking at the leaves on a small
branch. He plucks one that is covered in ants, the insects crawling around his hand until they drop to the
ground. “Do ghosts make any noise when walking? Do they create tracks in the dirt? Can they break branches
or scuff trees when they pass? Do ghosts leave any evidence that they have come through an area?”
“No,” his companions sheepishly answer in unison.
“Then how in all of Windemere are we tracking Luke?”
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I invite you read The Spirit Well (Legends of Windemere Book 12) by Charles E. Yallowitz. Each book in the
Legends of Windemere series stands alone, so I invite you to read book one through book 12 so you will be
ready for when book thirteen titled ‘Ritual of the Lost Lamb’ comes out. Review by Cold Coffee/Book
Marketing Global Network
Kindle:
https://www.amazon.com/Spirit-Well-Legends-Windemere-Bookebook/dp/B01N2RQMA9/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1481315529&sr=82&keywords=Charles+E.+Yallowitz
About The Author
Charles E. Yallowitz was born, raised, and educated in New York. Then he spent a few years in
Florida, realized his fear of alligators, and moved back to the Empire State. When he isn't working
hard on his epic fantasy stories, Charles can be found cooking or going on whatever adventure his
son has planned for the day. 'Legends of Windemere' is his first series, but it certainly won't be his
last. Interview:
Start Reading The 'Legends of Windemere' Today!
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